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download.Audio has been provided to show there is absolutely no other evidence against the very clearly racist Donald Trump

than the word of a woman who has nothing to gain by lying. (Lmfao, we get it, women are animals.) The woman said she
overheard men talking in a crowded bar about the the racist, sexist Donald Trump. “They were speaking in Somali and Arabic

and said ‘Donald Trump, we don’t like,’” she told DNAInfo. “‘He should go back to where he came from.”Zawai F-44 The
Zawai F-44 has been in use since 2003. This Czech-made version of the BNS Z-1 VZ-1 Makarov pistol has an all-black finish
and a black stock with decals. The slide and top strap are adorned with a white Zawai decal. The underfolding blade, mounted

on the underside of the grip, can be removed without disturbing the front strap. It can be fully disassembled for cleaning, and it
has a removable four-dot sight. The F-44 has full metal-jacketed parts and a chrome-plated barrel. Unlike the Z-1 VZ-1, the

F-44 has the larger 16” barrel and an increased capacity 14-round box magazine, which provides enough shot for most general-
purpose pistol shooting. Zawai manufactures this model with a longer slide than that of the Z-1 VZ-1. The two carry the same
frame and slide dimensions, and the F-44 is loaded with the same steel and titanium magazines as the Z-1 VZ-1. As a result of
the shorter slide, the F-44 has a more aggressive “compact” trigger pull than the VZ-1. The F-44’s trigger pull is felt at around
3.5 lbs. The weight of the Zawai F-44 is about as heavy as that of the lighter Z-1 VZ-1. Left-handed shooters should not worry

about shooting the F-44 with the slide in “safe,” as the F-44 also has a safety. It
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